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ABSTRACT
In the era of Information Technology, information flow has
been enormously increased. Data mining techniques are
widely used and accepted to retrieve information from various
data. Cellular automata based techniques have been
extensively reported in complex adaptive system. In this we
present a survey of cellular automata as classifier.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cellular automata are discrete systems in which a population
of cells evolves from generation to generation on the basis of
local transitions rules [1][2].Cellular automata concept
emerged out from self replicating system [3]. After
that elementary cellular automata concept was published by
Stephen Wolfram. Cellular automata do computation in a
distributed manner. It works with a finite plane instead
of infinite plane. We also refer cellular automata as a
reversible system because the current status of a cell is exactly
reversible to it previous stage.
A cellular automaton (CA) consists of a grid of cells,
usually in one or two dimensions. Each cell takes on one
of a set of finite, discrete values. Each cell has a finite
and fixed set of neighbors, called its neighborhood.
Various neighborhood [4] definitions have been used.
Two common two-dimensional neighborhoods [5] are the
von Neumann neighborhood [6], in which each cell has
neighbors to the north, south, east and west; and the
Moore neighborhood [7], which adds the diagonal cells to
the northeast, southeast, southwest and northwest. In
general, in a d-dimensional space, a cell’s von Neumann
neighborhood will contain 2D cells and its Moore
neighborhood will contain 3D −1 cells. A grid is
“seeded” with initial values, and then the CA progresses
through a series of discrete timesteps.
At each timestep, called a generation, each cell computes its
new contents by examining the cells in its immediate
neighborhood. To these values it then applies its update rule
to compute its new state. Each cell follows the same update
rule [8] , and all cells’ contents are updated simultaneously
and synchronously. A critical characteristic of CAs is that the
update rule examines only its neighboring cells so its
processing is entirely local; no global or macro grid
characteristics are computed.
Data Mining means the discovery or extraction of useful
information in database [9][10][11]. Classification is the
process of Data Mining. There are basically three models in
which classification [12][13] can be represented. These are: If-then rules, A decision tree, Neural Network.

2. GENERAL ISSUES IN CLASSIFIER
DESIGN
2.1 DECISION TREE CLASSIFIER
Decision tree classifies visualize what steps have to be taken
to achieve classification. Through decision tree classifiers
[14][15] we organize dataset. It is a very common
classification scheme. Decision tree always begins with a root
node, also called as the parent node of all nodes. This
classifier uses a routing technique [16][17] from root node to
the leaf node of the dataset. It handles the dataset in a
canonical form. The simplest data for these types of classifiers
[18] is numeric data. This classifiers works recursively. This
is generally used in data mining. Complexity reduction and
automatic feature selection can be done by decision tree
classifiers.

2.2 NAÏVE BAVES CLASSIFIER
It uses many quality measures as well as search algorithms.
This classifier undertakes that any particular feature presence
of a class is not related to the other feature presence, given the
class variable [19]. For instance, vegetable Aubergines if it is
black, long and about 6’’ in length. Naive Bayes classifier will
take all of these properties to independently contribute to the
probability that this vegetable is an Aubergines, even if these
features depends on each other

2.3
RADIAL
CLASSIFIER

BASIS

FUNCTION

This is also a network based classifier. This classifier is
capable to classify data with more objects in one go
[20][21][22]. It consists three layers. First is Input layer
second is hidden layer and the third one is output layer. It has
many advantages over SVM (support vector machine)
[23][24][25]. Because SVM takes time to select model and it
doesn’t perform where new instances are continuously added
in already huge database. The main thing with RBF classifier
is that the boundary instances contain more crucial
information in respect of the inner parts instances.

2.4 LAZY CLASSIFIERS
Lazy classifiers have lazy learning method [26][27][28]
approach. These methods doesn’t do generalization and
doesn’t build the classify model until a query is provided as
input. This classifier use CAR (Class association rules)
for testing the class instances. It does a global search for
satisfying the rules. This non-eager classifier focus on the test
instances and it increase the chance to generate additional
rules and it is very useful to classify the test instances.
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2.5 LINEAR CLASSIFICATION

3.2 ECONOMIC

In data mining and machine learning linear classification is
useful tool. Linear Classifiers works directly on original data
input space. An important goal of the recent research on linear
classification [29][30][31] is to develop fast optimization
algorithms [32]for training

Economic systems are complicated systems. It is very tough
to implement it practically. But theoretically it is easy to
understand through cellular automata. But still it is too far to
real applications. Complex systems are understandable in high
dimension but mathematically it is hard to implement it
through cellular automata. There are very few research of
cellular automata in non-linear economics [51][52]. Complex
economic systems have a very similar architecture to cellular
automata. Its features should be used in non-linear economic
system.

2.6 XCS CLASSIFIERS
In 1995, Wilson [33] [34] introduced this classifier . XCS
classifier is a classifier system that retains important aspects
of Holland’s model [35]and it also improve this model in
some aspect [36][37][38]. It is an adaptive classifier [39]. It
has ability to choose the appropriate action. Every time a set
of action is produced and a sure chance to create a genetic
algorithm that will operate on set of instances.

2.7 Cellular Automata History
Scientist

Year

Work

Von Neumann

1950’s

first introduced the concept
of cellular automata[40][1]

3.3 GAME OF LIFE
Different games can be developed with the help of cellular
automata. Game of life [41][2][46]is the example of CA
game. It is zero player game, which means initial stage
determines its evolution. It has two-dimensional infinite grid
of square cells. A cell can interact with its 8 neighborhood
cells (B3/S23). The pattern may be static or repeating. In
starting game of life, a cell has 2 to 3 neighbors after that 6
neighbors (B6/S16). After that 2D and 3D variations came
into the picture. There are many programs are available online
based on life.

3.4 PARALLEL COMPUTING
Stan Ulam

1950’s

Concept of cellular
automata is also put
forward by Ulam[40][1]

John Conway

1970

Game of life[40][1][41]

Stephen Wolfram

In the
beginning
of the
eighties

one-dimensional cellular
automata rules or Wolfram
rules are studied and showed
by him.

Table 1

3. CELLULAR AUTOMATA IN OTHER
AREA OF COMPUTING
3.1 BIOLOGICAL
Biological systems are one of the complex system examples.
Neural network [42][43][44] is a part of biological system
[45][46] [47] domain. Human brain has a complicated
architecture. It is built of large number of neurons that interact
with each other mutually. Brain engineering [48][49]is the
latest attempt to understand the brain-architecture. The base of
Brain engineering system is cellular automata, that manage
the growth and communication between neurons. Bayesian
theory [27][50] is one of the approach that we follow in
biological systems. It is based on statistical classification. We
can combine the output of multiple networks for decisionmaking in higher-level systems

Cellular automata is also used to build parallel multipliers
[52]. In image processing [46][53]and pattern recognition
[54][23], the use of cellular automata is very extensive. CA
machines have a high degree parallelism. We can simulate
complex systems with the help of CA parallelism [55]. These
systems can be achieved at very low cost in comprising of
others. Self replicating machines [56][57][58]are used to solve
the computation problem, CA helps in that. Solution of NP
Complete problem [59]can be achieved with self-replicating
structures, and we call it satisfiability.

3.5 IMAGE PROCESSING
A cellular automaton is used to do computation problem. It’s
tough to create general-purpose system for real tasks with CA.
We know images are made of pixels or cellular pixels. CA is
used for the cellular processing. There are two platforms for
image processing [46][53]. The first approach is Cellular logic
array and the second approach is cellular neural network
(cellular nonlinear network). The base of image processing is
cellular logic and the algorithm base is cellular hardware. As
we know cellular automata is based on local rules so it
follows the same rule in image processing too. An image is
decomposed by using CA local rules. CA is the way by which
we can design fast image processing platform.

3.6
PSEUDORANDOM
GENERATORS

NUMBER

Cellular automata is also used to generate Pseudorandom
Number [46][2]. We use controllable CA for this method. We
can obtain the real random numbers by some physical
phenomenon. Rule 30 [60] of cellular automata is use to
generate the random numbers [60]. The sequence of numbers
in PNRG does not always random, it can be determined by
initial values of small cells. CCA (controllable CA) PNRG
and PCA (programmable CA) PNRG are the two approaches
for generating random numbers. PCA is non-uniform,
different rules are allowed at different time stamps. Transition
role of cell play a very major role in this whether it is uniform
or non-uniform CA.
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4. CELLULAR
CLASSIFIER

AUTOMATA

AS

A

The k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) is a method
approach by which we can classify objects[61][62][63]. The
basis of this method is closest training example. K-NN
follows the instance based learning approach [64][65] or lazy
learning in which the function acts locally and all calculation
is delayed until classification. K-nearest neighbor is the
easiest approach in machine learning algorithms. In machine
learning algorithm [66][67] an instance is classified by its
neighborhood instances with the instance being assigned to
the behavior most common between its k neighborhood
instances where k has integer value. If the value of k is one
then the instance is assigned to its nearest neighbor class.KNN method can be also used in regression in which the
property value is assigned for the instance to be equal to the
average value of the instance neighbors. This method can be
also used to weight the contribution of its neighborhood
instances so that the instances which are nearer gives more
contribution to the average as compare to the distance
neighbors. A weight of 1/d is given to the common weighting
scheme where d is the distance between instance and its
neighborhood instance. This approach is linear interpolation
generalization.
Neighborhood instances are taken from pool of instances for
which the exact classification is done. It can be taken as
training set input for the algorithm and no external training
action is required. K-NN algorithm is very good for the data’s
local structure.
Decision boundaries are computed by nearest neighbor rules
implicitly and effectively. It can also be computed by itself in
explicit manner and to do this efficiently because the
computational complexity is a major method of the boundary
complexity.
Vector with a class label are the training examples
in multidimensional space. Algorithm’s training part only
contains the logic of storing the vector with a class label and
in algorithm’s classification part, we create a user defined
constants k and k is a positive integer value and a vector
without label is classified by allocating a label and this vector
would be the most frequent vector between the user defined k
samples.
Ibk classifier [66][68][69]is cellular automata based classifier
that is based on pattern search and follows the K-NN based
algorithm to classify the datasets.

5. DISCUSSIONS
We can create an effective classifier with cellular automata
that use a pure local decision. If we use simple cells in a
collective behavior then it achieves the classification
performance. Each cell has its own local decision and work
with the neighbor’s information. We put the cells in the grid
space in such a way that each attribute of the classified dataset
will be in its own dimension. But we have to consider the grid
size because it will increase with number of attributes of the
dataset. So the k- nearest neighborhood method is one of the
best approach for this type of classification.

6. EXPERIMENT RESULT
Here we take the experiment result of same data set known as
IRIS taken from UCI repository .and applies different
classifiers in Data Mining .In this dataset we have 5 attribute
and 150 instances.
Analysis on that data set given below .
A.

Comparison and Analysis of different
Classifiers in Data Mining (Iris Dataset)

Classifiers

Execu
tion
Time

Corre
ctly
Classi
fied
Insta
nces

Incorr
ectly
Classifi
ed
Instan
ces

TP
Rate
(Weig
hted
Avg.)

FP
Rate
(Weig
hted
Avg.)

IBK (Lazy
Classifier)

0
secon
ds

95.33
33 %

4.6667
%

0.953

0.023

J48(tree
based
classifier)

0.02
secon
ds

96%

4%

0.96

0.02

BayesNet(ba
yes based
classifier)

0.02
secon
ds

92.66
67 %

7.3333
%

0.927

0.037

Bagging(met
a based
classifier)

0.03
secon
ds

94.66
67 %

5.3333
%

0.947

0.027

SMO(functio
ns based
classifier)

0.19
secon
ds

96%

4%

0.96

0.02

VFI(misc
based
classifier)

0
secon
ds

96 %

4%

0.96

0.02

DecisionTabl
e(rules
based
classifier)

0.02
secon
ds

92.66
67 %

7.3333
%

0.927

0.037

Table 2

All the above classifiers are implemented in Weka. IBK (Lazy
Classifier) is a Cellular Automata based classifier. I studied
different classifiers output and try to analyze their
performance. Table 1 shows the result of different classifiers.
Their execution time and accuracy. On the basis of above
table , we can conclude that the most accurate classifiers are
J48 and SMO because they correctly classified 96% instances.
But SMO and J48 takes 0.19 seconds and 0.02 seconds to
execute. So, on the basis of execution time J48 is better than
SMO. On the other hand, IBK takes minimum time to execute
that is 0 second and it is 95.3333% accurate. So, on the basis
of execution time IBK(Lazy Classifier) shows comparatively
better result and that is Cellular Autamata based Classifier.
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B.

Comparison and Analysis of Cellular Automata
(CA) Based Classifiers in Data mining (Iris Dataset)

CA
based
Classifi
ers
(Lazy
Classifi
er)

Executi
on
time

Correc
tly
Classifi
ed
Instan
ces

Incorre
ctly
Classifi
ed
Instanc
es

TP Rate
(Weigh
ted
Avg.)

FP Rate
(Weigh
ted
Avg.)

IB1

0
second
s

95.333
3%

4.6667
%

0.953

0.023

IBK

0
second
s

95.333
3%

4.6667
%

0.953

0.023

KStar

0
second
s

94.666
7%

5.3333
%

0.947

0.027

LWL

0
second
s

93.333
3%

6.6667
%

0.933

0.033
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